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APRIL 2023 

How was your March? This month there is so much going on energetically. We have 
lots of cosmic happenings that I wrote about in the April New Moon update, so do be 
sure and take a look at those details there for all the cosmic movements and shifts we’ll 
be experiencing in the month ahead. 

Of course, we’re in the month of the religious holidays of Ramadan, Passover, and 
Easter, so on top of all the shifts and changes, we have holidays here in the month of 
April to spend with our family and our faiths. 

As you read this, I am still on vacation with my sister in Europe. It’s a trip that I looked 
forward to because it includes a stop in Florence, Italy. To see the beauty of artistic 
creation is so inspiring to me, so as the month unfolds, I hope you will include time to 
enjoy the beauty of your holiday traditions, if you celebrate them, and the beauty of this 
season.  

Now, let’s talk about the month ahead…. 

Last month we had the 7 star in the center sector, and it’s always nice to wave this 
nasty star goodbye. In its place comes the 6 heavenly blessings star. Although it’s a 
beneficial star, do keep up with good health practices as April is part of the odd viral 
shoulder season that could give you a cold, a cough, or an infection. Even the 
benevolent 6 star can be problematic, and it goes straight to the lungs and head. 

With the 4/6 combination, you’ll also enjoy a sum of ten energy that should help bring 
something in your life to a conclusion, especially if you have an open floor plan type of 
home or if spend time frequently in the center sector. 

Aside from that, though, this month’s 4/6 combo brings potential for big bold marketing 
moves. PR and writing are another two areas where you could see some lovely 
progress and doubly so if you are a writer, communicator, of if you are in sales. Add a 
wealth bowl, a crystal ball, or a conch shell to boost the heavenly energy. 

The southeast sector hosts the 5 Yellow 

The monthly 5 star flies into the southeast sector of wealth to join up with the 3 star in 
April. Because the 3 star is there, it should take some of the air and energy out of the 5 
Yellow. Even so, keep this area quiet and remove all red colors and candles or flames. 
This will help you manage the 5 Yellow. It’s also not a great month for making big 
moves with your money and investments. 

Trouble in the north 

Unfortunately, trouble strikes the north houses that are in the northeast, north, or 
northwest. These directions or bedrooms have problematic energies so if this is your 
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home office, bedroom, or front door, be sure to read this month’s updates that are 
below. The one that concerns me the most is the north. 

With a 9/2 combination in the north, there could be difficult news about careers, 
business, jobs, and income. Keep your ear to the ground for whispers of layoffs if this is 
your front door or bedroom. 

In the northwest, the 5/7 combo could make for difficulties for men. Watch out as 
infection is a strong possibility as is injury or accident…or loss. 

Now, let’s talk about the good news this month 

There is simply stunning energy in the west this month. It is the best possible 
combination, and it brings a fullness of energy that can offer reward, prestige, 
recognition, and opportunities, especially to those with a west facing home or a west 
bedroom. It will also benefit children as well.  

The south also enjoys the victory star coming for a visit. If this is your home’s facing 
direction or your bedroom, I wish you success! Make sure to activate this area with a 
victory flag, a dragon tortoise, and figures of success and recognition such as birds and 
horses! 

I wish you and your family happy holidays and a wonderful April! 

Chi and crackers, 

       

 

   

Flying Star Monthly Overview*  

April 5 – May 5, 2023 

*Be looking for changes to begin now and try to have your enhancements and remedies in place before 
the actual date of change. Often, feng shui changes occur about four days before the actual date. 
 *Please note that water and plants should not be placed in bedrooms. Instead use wood objects or a 
water symbol such as a shell.  

Southeast Sector of Wealth and Accumulated Assets, Oldest Daughter 
(Hips/Thighs)        
3/5 – Difficulties with health and money could crop up  
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Watch for money problems and reckless spending.  Speculation in stocks and 
investments are not wise this month.  In fact, all financial decisions should be carefully 
thought over as there can be bankruptcy – especially if your bedroom or door are 
located here.  Health problems for the oldest daughter could also be pronounced.  
Broken limbs/legs are also a possibility. Add a pendulum clock, turn on ceiling fan, or 
add 5 element pagoda here.  

South Sector of Reputation, Recognition, Social Status (Eyes, Heart)        
8/1 – Opportunities come knocking this month and they come with cash 

Great health and financial luck in this location this month!  Good opportunity for career 
advancement and new business prospects.  Place victory banner or dragon tortoise for 
income and advancement.  Add red and gold to keep arguments at bay.  Careful of 
genital and kidney ailments.  

Southwest Sector of Marriage, Romance and Woman of the House (Abdominal 
Region)       
1/3 – Argument star visits but brings opportunity for growth 

Mixed energy can bring either fame or arguments…maybe both.  Add red/gold in this 
area as well to keep arguments from escalating. Watch for liver-related problems in this 
area.  Women could be filled with anger and/or fatigue this month.  Expect the 
unexpected from anyone residing in this sector.  Add happy Buddha, bright lights and 
red colors to exhaust the negative energy. Double check all paperwork.  

East Sector of Health, Family Relationships, Oldest Son (Feet)  
2/4 – Romance visits this sector but watch for women arguing 

This combination of numbers can create sexual advances and more romantic interest. 
Or it could translate to literary and academic luck.  Display a globe or crystals to 
enhance the studious benefits.  Watch for bickering between females or difficult women 
at work.  Watch for illnesses of the abdominal region and marital infidelity if your 
bedroom is located here. Add love objects like ducks or hearts to stimulate romance.  
  

Center -- Sector of Health, Wealth and Happiness (Spine) 
4/6 – Heavenly blessings bring new opportunities, literary acclaim 

A clash of elements in this sector can create some problems, with those prone to 
depression. Family members could hurt themselves, be accident prone. Avoid this area 
if there is potential for self-harm.  However, investments and stocks could be lucrative.  
Possible surprise money for anyone who works in this sector.  Possible literary fame 
and academic success.  Add wealth bowl or crystal ball to stimulate heaven luck. 

West Sector of Creative Projects, Children (Mouth, Teeth) 
6/8 – Heaven and earth unite this month to bring benefits, opportunity, and prestige 
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Excellent wealth stars could bring great news about children, good news about real 
estate, career, or even fame.  BIG help for the children of the house! Reputation soars 
for anyone working in this sector.  Watch for stress and overworking.  Consider buying 
property.  Add crystals, vases, wealth bowl and earth elements to stimulate. 
 

Northeast Sector of Wisdom, Decision-Making, Education (Hands) 
7/9 – The social star can create arguments and hazards  

Be careful if this area is your bedroom.  It’s possible that you may be arguing more than 
usual.  If your front door is in this sector, be extra cautious when locking up at night as 
burglary and robbery is possible.  Watch any candles as the possibility of fire is also 
likely with this energy.  Fidelity is also an issue as excess sexual energy is pronounced 
in this sector).  Watch for heart and blood pressure problems if your bedroom/front door 
is here. Add lucky bamboo in water to counter. Keep quiet. 
  

North Sector of Career, Generating Income, Business, Opportunity (Ears) 
9/2 – Challenging combination this month can affect health and create work difficulties 

If you have a home office located here, you could have business problems.  Even if you 
don’t, social setbacks are possible.  Watch for problems with the eyes, reproductive 
organs, and stomach complaints.  Better to move out of the bedroom if you sleep here.  
Be extra cautious with children as this can create severe mental stress or problems.  
Add 6-rod hollow wind chime and wu luo to help manage.  

Northwest Sector of Helpful People, Benefactors, Travel, Man of the House (Head)  
5/7 – The helpful people sector could be suffer from arguments, betrayal 

The breadwinner could suffer from injury this month. Possible problems with escalating 
arguments, violence, quarrels and disagreements over money.  Watch for illnesses 
related to foods, mouth problems, and reproductive diseases.  Possible robbery and 
violence or betrayal by someone unexpected.  Watch for bleeding problems.  Drug-
related problems also possible.  Add blue colors, lucky bamboo in water to subdue. 
 

   

 

   

Understanding the Numbers  

This is a brief overview of each of the stars and what they represent to help you interpret the monthly 
energies above. Look at both the descriptions to understand how they might work together.  
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The first star is the annual star. The second star is the monthly star and the energy that 
is moving in to the sector for the month ahead. The way the energies work together is 
significant. Sometimes they work together in a friendly, beneficial way and sometimes 
it's negative and harmful. Be sure to read the descriptions fully to understand the 
energies.  

1 Star -- Widely regarded as very beneficial for career opportunity, income, financial 
growth, new money and income. Use metal to boost this star.  

2 Star -- The 2 star is a star that creates annoyances such as lingering illness like 
allergies. It can create financial difficulties or problems wherever the star lands. Metal 
usually helps to hold down this star's negative energies.  

3 Star -- Anger, legal problems and gossip are the typical problems that show up when 
the 3 star is around. Diffuse tension and anger with red colors and candles. Always 
follow the recommendations in the monthly review above.  

4 Star -- This star is associated with good luck in communications, writing, travel and 
sales. It's also good for boosting your sexiness or romantic opportunity. Boost with 
water unless fidelity is a concern.  

5 Star -- The 5 star is the worst of all the stars. It can create major problems, severe 
illness or terrible accidents. Keep the area quiet wherever this star falls and use moving 
metal (pendulum clock) to disarm.  

6 Star -- It's always good news when the 6 star arrives as it brings recognition from 
influential people, windfalls, winnings, and good news for speculation, gambling and 
stocks. Add gems and stones to boost.  

7 Star -- The 7 star creates problems with deception, theft, arguments and problems 
with the teeth. Water helps to control it or red colors can also help.  

8 Star -- The 8 star is deemed as the most favorable star of all. It brings all manner of 
good news and opportunity. The eight is also considered to be fortunate for business 
advancement and good financial news. Use lights and red colors to boost its energy or 
water, depending upon its location.  

9 Star -- This is a mutable star. It can be favorable or unfavorable depending on the star 
it joins with. Typically, it represents future luck and it can also bring about social 
advancement and good fortune.    

8 Star -- The 8 star is deemed as the most favorable star of all. It brings all manner of 
good news and opportunity. The eight is also considered to be fortunate for business 
advancement and good financial news. Use lights and red colors to boost its energy or 
water, depending upon its location.  
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9 Star -- This is a mutable star. It can be favorable or unfavorable depending on the star 
it joins with. Typically, it represents future luck and it can also bring about social 
advancement and good fortune.  

   

 


